Let's Talk Art! is New Wave's interactive e-newsletter

Follow us on Facebook

that provides interviews with professional artists from around
the world. We have some great past editions under 'Press'

NewWaveArtTweet

at newwaveart.com... feel free to check them out!

In this edition we interviewed Utah painter Casey Childs.
From graphic designer to professional painter, his work as
well as his insights will inspire. Please sit back, and enjoy
the read!

G R E Y P A D TM

-Disposable paper palette with neutral
grey paper for enhanced color and value
Casey Childs

Location: Pleasant Grove, Utah
Career: Professional Artist

gauging.
-50 grey sheets – Just tear and toss
away!
-Ergonomic hand held model and

Education: BA in Art from Brigham Young University

rectangular model available.

Little Known Fact: Avid golfer with a 6.9 handicap

-Glued on 3 edges, ensuring your pages
stay fastened.

How would you describe your style of painting?
I see my style as contemporary realism. I am a
representational painter trying to push the boundaries of

-Extremely durable paper stock.
-Made in the USA.

traditional composition and design.

EASY LIFT

TM

-Easy to hold & easy to clean!
-Dry acrylic paint peels away and oil paint
wipes clean.
-Ergonomic design for complete comfort
if held.
-Comfortable silicon thumb ring included
that is interchangeable for right and left
handed artists.
"Running Late", 40 x 24", Oil on Linen

How has your work evolved since Northwest
College?
Northwest College is where I first knew I wanted to become
a painter. That was the beginning. However, after
continuing my education and receiving my BA at BYU, I was
enticed by the notion of a paid profession and took a graphic
design job. I worked in graphic design for 10 years while
trying to paint on the side. And though I recognize how
great it is to now paint professionally in my studio, I remain
grateful for that design job. The background and knowledge
it yielded helped my work to grow and improve over the

-11in x 16in: Easy to transport and
extremely lightweight.
-Made in the USA.

years. Today, focusing full-time on painting has allowed for

WOOD PALETTES

an important transition in my work, both in subject matter
and my overall process.

Do you continue to challenge yourself as a
painter, and if so, how?
Yes! Simply put, I continually try to make each painting
better than the last. I am never satisfied, which means I can
constantly improve.

Do you have a preferred color palette regardless
of subject matter?
I always use the same colors no matter the subject. The
colors on my palette are Flake White, Ivory Black, Burnt
Sienna, Raw Sienna, Yellow Ochre, Genuine Naples Yellow
Light, Cadmium Red Light, Alizarin Crimson, Ultramarine
Blue, Bice, Cobalt Blue, and Viridian.

-Patent Pending 3 point design for
amazing comfort!
-Handcrafted in Lancaster County, PA,
USA.
-Made with hard white maple wood.
-Pre-Finished: Non-absorbent satin finish
is resistant to water, standard artist
solvents and mediums, easy to clean,
and ready for use.
-Available for right and left handed artists.

Find a New Wave Retailer
Near You!

Please visit our retailer page to
"Afternoon Repose", 30 x 24", Oil on Linen

find a local New Wave retailer
near you.

Do you have a specific technique that has
helped take your paintings to the "next level?"
Not necessarily a technique, though I will say that working
from life has had a singular influence on my work. It is
incredibly important; every representational artist should be

Don't forget to 'Like Us' on Facebook.
Thanks for your support!

doing it.

E-mail us a painting, created while using

Do you find most painters struggling with any
one specific problem? If so, what is it and what
is your advice to overcome it?
I find many painters struggle with drawing and correct
proportions. One becomes so excited to put color down that
we forget painting is really just drawing... with paint. Proper
training can overcome this, and I can attest that slowing
down and allowing yourself time to really SEE and
understand the subject in front of you can have incredible
affect.

"Natural Beauty", 24 x 32", Oil on Linen

Do you have any exciting new projects or
upcoming shows?
I’m currently working on a large project for the LDS Church
Museum in Salt Lake City, Utah. The piece is an historical
narrative of Joseph Smith in Carthage Jail in 1844. The

your New Wave Palette, and we'll post it
on our Facebook page!

project involves 15 full size men in period clothing, among
other historical details. The final piece will be a 5’ x 8’
diptych.

If someone where interested in taking classes
with you where could they learn more?
You can find information about my classes and more on my
website: caseychilds.com/classes. Additionally, I post
frequent updates of my work and process on Facebook
(facebook.com/clc.childs) or on Instagram
(instagram.com/caseychildsart).

"Repose, 14 x 11", Oil on Linen

We have to ask... what is your New Wave Palette
of choice?
I love the Expressionist Confidant. It is my weapon of
choice. New Wave’s revolutionary design allows ample

room for mixing without a sense of being big and bulky. The
placement of the thumbhole at the top is genius. It provides
additional space while balancing perfectly on my arm. These
handcrafted palettes just FEEL nice, and apart from what
they provide my process, they are beautiful works of art!

-Casey Childs
www.caseychilds.com

